the anti :dote tea
The Anti:dote black truffle scrambled eggs
•

sandwiches

Smoked salmon, crème fraîche, caviar
Boston lobster roll, herb mayonnaise
Cucumber and dill salad, cream cheese
Prosciutto, onion jam, aged cheddar
Coronation curried chicken
•

petit desserts

Strawberry gateau, raspberry, lychee pearl
Apple delight, almond crumble
Karukera chocolate mirror tart
Earl grey éclair
Anti:dote rum baba
Lemon, basil pound cake
•
Warm raisin and candied ginger scones
Homemade strawberry jam, Devonshire clotted cream, lemon curd
•
Chocolate-dipped strawberries
Handmade truffles
38

All prices are subject to service charge and prevailing government tax.

the oriental tea
dim sum

Shrimp har gau, chive dumpling, scallop siew mai
•

sandwiches

Smoked salmon, crème fraîche, caviar
Boston lobster roll, herb mayonnaise
Cucumber and dill salad, cream cheese
Prosciutto, onion jam, aged cheddar
Coronation curried chicken
•

petit desserts

Strawberry gateau, raspberry, lychee pearl
Apple delight, almond crumble
Karukera chocolate mirror tart
Earl grey éclair
Anti:dote rum baba
Lemon, basil pound cake
•
Warm raisin and candied ginger scones
Homemade strawberry jam, Devonshire clotted cream, lemon curd
•
Chocolate-dipped strawberries
Handmade truffles
38

All prices are subject to service charge and prevailing government tax.

the regal tea
Smoked salmon, caviar, blinis, crème fraîche
•

sandwiches

Smoked salmon, crème fraîche, caviar
Boston lobster roll, herb mayonnaise
Cucumber and dill salad, cream cheese
Prosciutto, onion jam, aged cheddar
Coronation curried chicken
•

petit desserts

Strawberry gateau, raspberry, lychee pearl
Apple delight, almond crumble
Karukera chocolate mirror tart
Earl grey éclair
Anti:dote rum baba
Lemon, basil pound cake
•
Warm raisin and candied ginger scones
Homemade strawberry jam, Devonshire clotted cream, lemon curd
•
Chocolate-dipped strawberries
Handmade truffles
75
with a glass of Champagne

All prices are subject to service charge and prevailing government tax.

THE WORLD’S FINEST HARVEST TEAS
Anti:dote joins TWG Tea Company in celebrating Singapore’s most privileged heritage by
offering teas of utmost and unrivalled quality. Through cultivated relationships with tea
growers worldwide and with exclusive access to the most sought after gardens, we are
delighted to present a collection of exquisite blends, using the most fragrant flowers and
superior fruits from Europe, the most exotic spices, and only the finest, single estate teas
from the most remote and mysterious regions of the world.
Choose from close to 40 types of loose tea leaves ranging from a light selection featuring
subtle white and green teas to more intense varieties like the Darjeeling, black and red
teas. For a lavishly extravagant experience, linger over the fragrant bouquets of a medley
of exclusive blends or premium teas highlighting rare and unique leaves harvested from all
over the world.

DARJEELING FIRST FLUSH
Thurbo Tea - India
Situated in the picturesque region of Mirik, this garden produces an extraordinary first flush.
The beautiful leaves are carefully processed, possess an intense flavour and
infuse into a brilliant cup of light amber.

16.50
DARJEELING SECOND FLUSH
Margaret’s Hope - India
The second flush of this prestigious garden is a favourite of connoisseurs.
This TWG summer harvest infuses into a copper-red cup and develops a taste of delicious ripe fruits.
The elegant floral bouquet lends itself perfectly to a light afternoon snack.

12.50
BLACK TEA
Uva Highlands - Ceylon
A well-balanced blend of strength and flavour sets this TWG tea apart.
This tea produces a beautiful golden infusion with an intense flavour. A bold afternoon tea.

11
BLACK TEA
Lovers Leap Pekoe - Ceylon
With long, amber-coloured leaves, this TWG harvest boasts a fruity and malty taste.
Let your imagination carry you away on an exotic journey to the Ceylon highlands.

11
GREEN TEA
Golden Lung Ching - Zhejiang
Harvested in the Chinese province of Zhejiang, this exceptional green tea will delight the palate.
The long, smooth leaves are hand shaped into flat needles to create an exquisite cup.
The infusion delivers a buttery aroma and a subtle, elegant taste with distinct notes of roasted nuts
that develop into a round and short finish. The perfect tea for quiet and contemplative times.

17.50

All prices are subject to service charge and prevailing government tax.

BLUE TEA
Ti Kuan Yin Imperial - Fujian
Produced on rolling, verdant slopes, this exceptional quality TWG harvest
is the perfect finale to a meal, producing a well- balanced cup with a lingering
fragrance of fresh, dewy flower blossoms.

13
SMOKY TEA
Ti Kuan Yin Imperial - Fujian
This smoky TWG black tea boasts beautiful leaves and a smooth, full-bodied flavour
infused with the aroma of rare Chinese pine. A generous daytime tea
that is perfect with a savoury meal.

11
WU YI MOUNTAIN
Da Hong Pao - Fujian
This powerful blue tea boasts dark and twisted leaves which produce a full-bodied infusion
with flowery notes. For a very special guest.

44.50
MATURED TEA
Imperial Pu-Erh - Yunnan
This fresh, young TWG Pu-Erh boasts extraordinary, large, amber-coloured leaves.
With a light and delicate aroma, it yields, once infused, a very strong, rich and earthy flavour.

11
BLUE TEA-FORMOSA METHOD
Imperial Oolong - Formosa
A well-balanced and flavourful semi-fermented TWG tea with a sweet and fruity savour
and a divine, lingering aftertaste.

11.50

All prices are subject to service charge and prevailing government tax.

GREEN TEA
Gyokuro Samurai - Japan
Several weeks before the harvest, the plantation is shaded to infuse the leaves with chlorophyll,
which gives a unique and verdant taste, recognised by connoisseurs worldwide.
This intoxicating TWG green tea yields an exquisite nectar, boasting a tannin-free infusion with
the sweet scent of fresh grass. A work of art.

22.50
GREEN TEA
Genmaicha - Japan
A traditional Japanese specialty of exquisite green tea blended with roasted and popped rice.
Mild and smooth, this TWG tea produces a bright infusion with a unique, toasted flavour.
A favourite with tea lovers of all ages.

12.50
GREEN TEA
Kukicha - Japan
This exquisite TWG green tea is combined with pale tea stems, which creates a refreshing fragrance
and a smooth cup with a round and nutty flavour and a hint of sweetness.

12
BLUE TEA
Maori Spring Tea - New Zealand
Yielding an addictive fragrance of rich, unburnt tobacco, this intense blue tea infuses into a cup
that fills the mouth with woody, mossy flavours which are dry on the tongue and lingering
on the palate. Unique.

27
BLACK TEA
Kilimanjaro Snow Tea - Tanzania
Grown in the southern highlands at altitudes of 2,200 metres, this black tea beckons to a walk up
mountain slopes on a cool morning, with a pleasant bite and refreshing notes of lemon pith and
tangerine which leave a clean, crisp aftertaste on the palate.

11
All prices are subject to service charge and prevailing government tax.

RED TEA
Lemon Bush Tea - South Africa
Red tea from South Africa blended with wild citrus fruits. Refreshing, this TWG theine-free tea
can be served warm or iced at any time of the day.

11
RED TEA
Red Chocolate Tea - South Africa
Who says chocolate only comes in brown or white? This TWG South Africa red tea is masterfully
blended with sumptuous cocoa beans.

11
RED TEA
Vanilla Bourbon Tea - South Africa
Red tea from South Africa blended with sweet TWG vanilla. Enveloping, this theine-free tea can be
served warm or iced at any time of the day, and is perfect for children as well.

11
RED TEA
Eternal Summer Tea - South Africa
A fragrant South Africa red tea embellished with notes of sweet summer rose blossoms accented
with raw berries which finish with a lingering aftertaste reminiscent of ripe Tuscan peaches.
A theine-free tea to be enjoyed hot or iced at any time of the day.

11

All prices are subject to service charge and prevailing government tax.

GRAND CLASSIC - EARL GREY
French Earl Grey
A fragrant variation of the great classic, this TWG black tea has been delicately infused with
citrus fruits and French blue cornflowers.

11
GRAND CLASSIC - EARL GREY
White Earl Grey
A subtle combination of mythical bergamot – light, suave and refreshing – and leaves of imperial
silver needles complete this delicate, raw blend, reminiscent of sparkling moon water, zested with mineral notes that
lend sensuality and crystalline purity to this elegantly original white tea.

24.50
GRAND CLASSIC – JASMINE
Jasmine Pearls Tea
A suave cup of elegantly fragrant Chinese green tea lavishly blended with TWG jasmine blossoms.
The tender, silvery buds are intricately rolled into ‘pearls’ and then, dried amid fresh,
aromatic jasmine flowers. The pearls magically unfurl in the teacup.

12.50
GRAND CLASSIC – JASMINE
White Night Jasmine Tea
The rarest Yin Zhen white tea tips are blended with the most enveloping and fragrant, night-blooming
TWG jasmine. This Fujian tea is one of the most extravagant jasmine teas of China.

18.50

All prices are subject to service charge and prevailing government tax.

CLASSIC TEAS FOR THE MORNING
Irish Morning Tea
Brisk and flavourful, giving a bright cup with a rich and smooth taste, this TWG black tea blend is a
glimpse of the Irish heath at dawn.

11
CLASSIC TEAS FOR THE MORNING
Singapore Breakfast Tea
A tantalising elixir to inspire new beginnings, this noble TWG breakfast blend is evocative
of the sophisticated harmony of Singapore. Boasting a natural blend of green tea, black tea,
rich vanilla and rare spices, this tea yields a complex flavour with a sweet and lingering aftertaste.

11
EXCLUSIVE WHITE TEA BLENDS
White House Tea
An ethereal white tea with fruits and fragrant roses, this tea leaves an enduring aftertaste of ripe berries.
A diplomatic and balanced tea of sophistication.

12
EXCLUSIVE WHITE TEA BLENDS
Holiday in Paris
Rare Yin Zhen and sweet vanilla have been blended as an ode to a leisurely promenade along the
cobblestone streets of Paris. Nard and wildflowers decorate this cup with their crisp, floral savour
and leave a heady, perfumed aftertaste.

11
EXCLUSIVE WHITE TEA BLENDS
White Silk Tea
Reuniting only the best from the tea plant, this blend of China blue tea, green tea and
the finest silver tips of Yin Zhen yields a floral bouquet with soft tonalities of
honey and caramel. A tapestry of flavours.

11

All prices are subject to service charge and prevailing government tax.

EXCLUSIVE GREEN TEA BLENDS
Green Beauty Tea
This mysterious and subtle TWG composition of carefully chosen green tea and wild woodland berries
creates a rare and intense harmony that delights the palate.

11
EXCLUSIVE GREEN TEA BLENDS
Gnawa Tea
A great favourite, this fine TWG green tea is perfectly blended with suave and strong Sahara mint.
A timeless classic.

11
EXCLUSIVE GREEN TEA BLENDS
Pink Flamingo Tea
A graceful TWG blend of green tea with crimson hibiscus blossoms that will brighten your day.
This quirky mélange infuses into a rose-coloured cup with tart, fruity overtones.

11
EXCLUSIVE GREEN TEA BLENDS
Number 7 Tea
A tart and extraordinarily fruity green tea blend which boasts lingering tonalities of Tuscan peaches
and rolling hills of flowering plum orchards in full bloom.

11.5
EXCLUSIVE GREEN AND BLACK TEA BLENDS
Tibetan Secret
As dramatic and uplifting as the Himalayan plains, this remarkably delicate TWG black tea
is blended with sweet fruits and spicy overtones to soothe and revive the spirit.

11
EXCLUSIVE GREEN AND BLACK TEA BLENDS
Sweet Innocence
This exceptional composition of black tea and green tea is combined with a fascinating
mélange of fresh Japanese flower blossoms and ripe tropical mango.

11
All prices are subject to service charge and prevailing government tax.

EXCLUSIVE BLACK TEA BLENDS
Thé Bellini
This rich and flavourful blend boasts a warm black tea blended with autumn nuts,
peach and fire-red blossoms. Unforgettable.

11
EXCLUSIVE BLACK TEA BLENDS
Amour de Thé
This sensual TWG Darjeeling is blended with delicate rose blossoms and leaves of pure gold.
An enchanting potion.

20.5
EXCLUSIVE BLACK TEA BLENDS
Pomme Prestige
A lingering desire. A whiff of temptation. A forbidden fancy on the eve of the unknown.
Alluring and fragrant apples yield their immortal aroma to this tangy and delightful TWG black tea.
A tea for forever after.

11
THEINE-FREE BLENDS
Sweet Romance Tea
A flight of fancy, this sweet blend of decaffeinated black tea and red berries
is accented with notes of raw vanilla bean. A blend to share with your loved one.

12
THEINE-FREE BLENDS
Jade Cascade Tea
This glistening waterfall of decaffeinated green teas blends perfectly with a mélange of tropical fruits,
yielding a light and luminous blend to be savoured alone or with afternoon tea cakes.

11

All prices are subject to service charge and prevailing government tax.

ANTI:DOTE EXCLUSIVE ROAST
Take a moment and smell the coffee as it’s no ordinary Joe. Together with Oriole Coffee Roasters, a local group of
award-winning Baristas and coffee experts, Anti:dote is proud to showcase an exclusively crafted seasonal espresso
blend that is freshly roasted weekly. After several rigorous coffee cupping sessions of over 30 coffees from different parts
of the world, the Anti:dote exclusive roast is a resultant blend of two Brazilian coffees purveyed from the following farms:
The Rodomunho farm is located in the Alto Paranaiba, the highest part of the Minas Gerais’ Cerrado region, at around
1,000 metres above sea level. The native forest reserves in the area provides habitat for local birds and animals. Solid
wastes from processing are recycled as organic fertiliser and any water used is recycled and fully treated to avoid
polluting local water courses. This sustainable roasted coffee imparts flavours of toffee and dark chocolates.
The Rainha farm is located on the borders of Minas Gerais. As social and environmental aspects are considered
fundamental by the farm , a programme was implemented to plant native species to maintain the ecological balance.
The quality of coffees produced is the result of great dedication and care exerted by the farmers. Many coffees from
this area have won Cup of Excellence awards over the years. Rainha coffee is roasted to a medium dark degree, exuding
a creamy mouth feel with a full body. Flavours of milk chocolate and roasted nuts with subtle notes of vanilla beans
come through.
Rodomunho when paired with Rainha, accentuates flavours of chocolate covered nuts, with the sweetness of cocoa
and an acidity that is reminiscent of apples. This is the aromatic Anti:dote exclusive roast. 

ANTI:DOTE EXCLUSIVE COFFEE ROAST
cappuccino
macchiato
latte
9
KARUKERA HOT / ICED CHOCOLATE
12

All prices are subject to service charge and prevailing government tax.

